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Eu-doped GaN was grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy at temperatures from 900 to
1100 °C. Eu incorporation is influenced by temperature with the highest concentration found for
growth at 1000 °C. In all samples, Eu is incorporated entirely on substitutional Ga sites with a slight
displacement which is highest ��0.2 Å� in the sample grown at 900 °C and mainly directed along
the c-axis. The major optical Eu3+ centers are identical for in situ doped and ion-implanted samples
after high temperature and pressure annealing. The dominant Eu3+ luminescence lines are attributed
to isolated, substitutional Eu. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3489103�

Rare earth �RE� doping of GaN has been intensively
studied using ex situ ion implantation1,2 or in situ doping
during epitaxial growth, mainly by molecular beam epitaxy
�MBE�.3 The light emission of optically active RE ions spans
a wide spectral range including the visible spectrum allowing
the production of all-nitride light emitting devices �LEDs� in
all primary colors. The growth of Eu-doped GaN by organo-
metallic vapor phase epitaxy �OMVPE� is challenging due to
the small number of appropriate precursors and their low
vapor pressure.4,5 Recently, the first current injection LED,
operating at low voltages, based on OMVPE GaN:Eu was
realized by some of the present authors.6 However, neither
the incorporation site of Eu nor the nature of optical Eu
centers in OMVPE layers has been studied in detail.

In this paper Rutherford backscattering/channeling
�RBS/C� and photoluminescence �PL� measurements are
combined in order to analyze the incorporation sites and op-
tically active centers of GaN:Eu doped in situ during OM-
VPE growth using layers similar to those deployed in the red
LED.6 Eu was found on near-substitutional Ga-sites with
slight displacements in particular for samples grown at low
temperatures. The optical centers are found to be identical to
those of an implanted sample annealed at high temperature
and pressure, viz. the isolated EuGa impurity which provides
the dominant PL emission at low temperatures with above-
gap excitation.7

GaN:Eu layers, �400 nm thick, were grown by OM-
VPE on GaN/sapphire at different growth temperatures TG as
described previously.8 In the following the samples grown at
900 °C, 950 °C, 1000 °C, 1050 °C, and 1100 °C are
named S900, S950, S1000, S1050, and S1100, respectively.
The optical properties of these samples are compared to a
GaN sample, named I1450, implanted with 300 keV Eu ions
to a fluence of 1�1013 cm−2 and annealed at 1450 °C for

30 min in 1 GPa nitrogen pressure leading to a complete
recovery of the crystal as confirmed by RBS/C and x-ray
diffraction. A detailed spectroscopic investigation of im-
planted and high pressure annealed GaN was reported
previously.7

RBS/C measurements were performed using a 2 MeV
He+ beam, a two axes goniometer and Si surface barrier de-
tectors at �180° and 140° backscattering angle. Full angular
scans were fitted using the Monte Carlo code FLUX.9 PL
spectra were acquired at 20 K using a 1000 W Xe lamp/1/4
m monochromator combination for excitation and a 2/3 m
spectrometer/photomultiplier combination for detection.

Figure 1 shows the random and �0001� aligned RBS/C
spectra for sample S1000. The Eu signal, visible for the first
�100 nm of the GaN:Eu layer, reveals a homogeneous Eu
distribution with depth. A fit to the random spectrum using
the NDF code10 yields a Eu concentration of 0.11�2� at. %.
The Eu concentration and Ga minimum yield for the five
GaN:Eu films are summarized in the inset of Fig. 1. In agree-
ment with secondary ion mass spectrometry measurements,8
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FIG. 1. �Color online� RBS/C random and �0001� aligned spectra and the fit
to the random spectrum of sample S1000. The inset shows Eu concentration
and Ga minimum yield as a function of TG for all in situ doped samples.
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the Eu concentration is first found to increase with TG up to
a maximum at 1000 °C indicating an incomplete pyrolysis
of the Eu precursor at lower TG. For higher TG the Eu con-
centration decreases and in particular for sample S1100 it is
very low pointing to a strong desorption of Eu from the
surface. The surface morphology was shown to be smoothest
for growth at 1000–1050 °C which facilitates the Eu
incorporation.11 V/III flux ratio, carrier gas and reactor pres-
sure may further influence the Eu incorporation and were
kept constant in this study. The minimum yield, �min, �ratio
of the yield in the aligned to that of the random spectrum�
serves as a measure of single crystalline quality. A typical
value for state-of-the-art undoped OMVPE GaN is �min
=2%.12 �min values for all samples are comparable to un-
doped GaN films. The best values of �1.5% are observed for
the samples with low Eu content while crystal quality is
slightly worse for the samples grown at 1000 and 1050 °C
which have the highest Eu incorporation. In the case of MBE
grown GaN:RE layers and high voltage electroluminescence
devices the optimum RE concentration was reported to be
0.5–1 at. %,3 considerably higher than in the present
samples. Increasing RE incorporation in OMVPE layers
could possibly lead to increased luminescence but may at the
same time deteriorate further the crystal quality.

RE are known to substitute for Ga atoms in implanted as
well as in situ doped samples grown by MBE.7,13 In early
experiments on implanted samples, Eu was found slightly
displaced from the substitutional site.2 The substitutional
fraction fs can be estimated from the random and aligned
spectra using fs= �1−�min

Eu � / �1−�min
Ga �, where �min

Eu and �min
Ga

are the minimum yields for Eu and Ga, respectively. This
analysis yields a substitutional fraction close to 100% in all
OMVPE samples. However, �0001� aligned spectra are not
sensitive to displacements of the Eu ions along this direction.
In order to study in detail the incorporation site of Eu, full

angular scans across the �0001� and the �101̄1� axes were
performed and are presented in Fig. 2 for samples S900 and
S1000 together with their FLUX fits. For S1000 the scans for
Eu and Ga almost perfectly overlap for both axes showing
that Eu is incorporated on substitutional Ga sites. For S900 a
clear narrowing of the Eu scan is observed for the tilted axis.

The displacement perpendicular to the �101̄1� direction de-
rived with FLUX is �0.17�2� Å corresponding to a dis-
placement of 0.24�3� Å along the c-axis assuming that this is
the major direction of displacement. This assumption is sup-
ported by the �0001� scan showing only a small narrowing of
the Eu scan.

The most intense luminescence of GaN:Eu3+ is known
to arise from the 5D0→ 7F2 transition near 620 nm. Eu-
implanted GaN typically shows two majority optical centers
named Eu1 and Eu2.14,15 The latter was recently identified as
the isolated substitutional EuGa impurity.7 In general, both
Eu1 and Eu2 are excited by above band gap light while Eu1
is additionally excited by a broad absorption feature below
the band gap of GaN.14 The Eu3+ emission of sample I1450
was shown to be dominated by the Eu2 center using the same
excitation conditions as in the present study.7

The low temperature PL spectra for samples S900,
S1000, and I1450 are presented in Fig. 3. S1000 and I1450
have the same spectral shape in the 621–622 nm region sug-
gesting that the same Eu3+ center is dominant in both
samples. The same spectral shape is also seen for samples
S950 and S1050 �not shown�. The most intense line is the
one at 621 nm characteristic for the Eu2 center. Indeed, just
as in implanted samples, PL excitation below the band gap
�not shown� produces the typical spectral pattern for the Eu1
center but with much lower intensity. All samples except
S900 show the typical sharp lines for Eu1 and Eu2 centers
with highest intensity for the sample S1000. S900, in con-
trast, only shows a broad emission of much lower intensity
around 623 nm. The inset in Fig. 3 shows the integrated PL
intensity within the sharp emission lines normalized to the
Eu content as a function of TG and reveals the narrow growth
window for optimized Eu emission. The strong broadening
for sample S900 hints at Eu ions incorporated in a large
number of sites with different microscopic environments.
This is a surprising result bearing in mind the excellent crys-
talline quality of this sample and the complete incorporation
of Eu into near-substitutional lattice sites. On the other hand,
sample S900 reveals a greater displacement of Eu from the
substitutional site.

It is worth to mention here that Eu in implanted samples
is often found displaced from the substitutional site.2 The

FIG. 2. �Color online� Full angular scans �symbols� and fits �lines� for Eu

and Ga across the �0001� and the �101̄1� axes for samples S900 ��a� and �b��
and S1000 ��c� and �d��.

FIG. 3. �Color online� PL spectra ��exc=348 nm� of samples S900, S1000,
and I1450. The inset shows the integrated PL intensity within the sharp
emission lines normalized to the Eu content.
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fact that this displacement is low in samples annealed under
optimized conditions7 indicates that in this case it is due to
the interaction of Eu with residual implantation defects.
However, even for heavily damaged material Eu emission
from implanted samples always showed the typical sharp
emission lines of the 5D0→ 7F2 transition.16

In sample S900 a clustering of Eu ions may explain the
observed behavior. Clustering occurs preferentially at low TG
where the diffusion length of adatoms on the surface is low.
Such clusters may consist of two or more Eu ions incorpo-
rated on second nearest neighbor Ga-sites. They cause a local
distortion of the lattice and a relaxation of the Eu ions into
the crystal channels and can furthermore explain the apparent
multiplicity of the local environment around Eu3+ emitting
centers and possibly the decrease of emission efficiency in
this sample due to cross relaxation between neighboring Eu3+

ions. Indications for Eu clustering in this sample were also
reported by Woodward et al. based on site selective optical
spectroscopy measurements.17

Finally it is interesting to compare the PL intensity in the
best in situ doped �S1000� and the implanted sample I1450.
S1000 shows an integrated PL intensity approximately 20
times stronger than I1450. Note, however, that S1000 con-
tains �400 times more Eu ions. This observation suggests
that a large fraction of incorporated Eu ions remain optically
inactive.

In summary, we studied structural and optical properties
of GaN doped with Eu during OMVPE at different TG. All
samples show excellent crystal quality comparable to state-
of-the-art undoped GaN epilayers. The Eu incorporation is
influenced by TG with the highest Eu concentration of
0.11�2� at. % found for growth at 1000 °C pointing to a criti-
cal balance between incomplete pyrolysis of the Eu precur-
sor at low temperatures and desorption of Eu from the sur-
face at high temperatures. Despite a slight decrease of crystal
quality in this sample it shows a complete substitutional in-
corporation of Eu on Ga sites with low displacements and
the highest red Eu3+ PL intensity. For excitation above the
band gap, the dominant Eu center in this sample, and there-
fore in the GaN:Eu LED,6 is the Eu2 center assigned to iso-
lated substitutional EuGa. The sample grown at 900 °C, on
the other hand, showed only a weak and broad red emission
without the typical sharp lines. This and the fact that Eu is
found displaced from the substitutional site in this sample
was tentatively explained by the formation of Eu clusters
promoted by a low diffusion length of adatoms at low TG.
Finally, the red PL intensity of the best in situ doped sample

is 20 times stronger than that of a low fluence implanted and
fully annealed sample while the number of Eu ions is ap-
proximately 400 times larger pointing to a significant poten-
tial for optimization of luminescence efficiency in future
GaN:Eu based LEDs.
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